Content Review Board

Overall

Toni Doolen – Oregon State University
Natarajan Gautam – Texas A&M University
Iris Rivero – Iowa State University

Knowledge Areas

Work Design & Measurement

- Richard Elliott (Boeing)
- Miguel Gonzalez (University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley)
- Ed Pound (Factory Physics)

Operations Research & Analysis

- Baski Balasundaram, (Oklahoma State University)
- Murat Kurt (Merck & Co.)
- Thomas Sharkey (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)

Engineering Economy Analysis

- Kellie Grasman (Missouri University of Science and Technology)
- Joe Wilck (U.S. Air Force Academy)

Facilities Engineering & Energy Management

- Sundaresh Heragu (Oklahoma State University)
- Russ Meller (Fortna)

Quality & Reliability Engineering

- Yu Ding (Texas A&M University)
- Elsayed Elsayed (Rutgers University)
- Soundar Kumara (Penn State University)

Ergonomics & Human Factors

- Andris Freivalds (Penn State University)
- Maury Nussbaum (Virginia Tech)
- Xinhui Zhu (Oregon State University)
Operations Engineering & Management

- Gary Chen (Northern Illinois University)
- Xin Chen (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
- Joe Geunes (University of Arkansas)

Supply Chain Management

- Ismail Capar (Texas A&M University)
- Gopal Easwaran (St. Mary’s University)
- Jayant Rajgopal (University of Pittsburgh)

Engineering Management

- Beth Cudney (Missouri University of Science and Technology)
- Suzanna Long (Missouri University of Science and Technology)
- Edson Piheiro De Lima (Pontifical Catholic University of Parana, Brazil)

Safety

- David Kaber (North Carolina State University)
- Laura Stanley (Montana State University)
- Doug Wiegmann (University of Wisconsin - Madison)

Information Engineering

- Gerry Knapp (Louisiana State University)
- Seokcheon Lee (Purdue University)
- David Porter (Oregon State University)

Product Design & Development

- Gul Kremer (Iowa State University)
- Ben Wang (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Rick Wysk (North Carolina State University)

Systems Design & Engineering

- Paul Componation (University of Texas - Arlington)
- Lewis Ntaimo (Texas A&M University)
- Ed Pohl (University of Arkansas)